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The Last Time I Saw Mother Nov 24 2019 "My mother never writes. So when the mail arrived that day, I was not expecting to find a letter
from her. There was no warning." Between generations of women, there are always secrets--relationships kept hidden, past events obscured,
true feelings not spoken. But sometimes the truth is so primal it must be told. Now, with haunting lyricism and emotional clarity, Arlene Chai
has written an exquisite novel about a family of women who break their silence. At the center of The Last Time I Saw Mother is the singular
story of a woman who suddenly learns she is not who she thinks she is. Caridad is a wife and mother, a native of the Philippines living in
Sydney, Australia. Out of the blue Caridad's mother summons her home. Although she is not ill, Thelma needs to talk to her daughter -- to
reveal a secret that has been weighing heavily on her for years. It is a tale that Caridad in no way suspects. She stopped asking questions
about the past long ago; her mother's constant reluctance to answer finally subdued her curiosity. Now, it is through the words of Thelma,
her aunt Emma, and her cousin Ligaya, that Caridad will learn the startling truth and attempt to recapture what has been lost to her. Arlene
Chai tells their versions of the story in their own voices, each one distinct, moving, and magical. As each woman tells her part of their family's
hidden history, Caridad hears at last the unspoken stories--the joys and sorrows that her parents kept to themselves, and the never forgotten
tragedy of the war years, when Japan's brutal occupation and civilian deprivations helped destroy a country and its history. The Last Time I
Saw Mother is about mothers and daughters. It is about a cultural identity born of Spanish, Chinese, and Filipino influence. And it is about
the healing power of truth. Arlene Chai is one of the most stunning new novelists in years. She takes us to a place we have never been before.
Billy Elliot Jan 19 2022
Gaydar Nov 17 2021
Fakes and Forgers of Classical Literature Mar 09 2021 Fakes and Forgers of Classical Literature comprises essays which revise the position
of the forged text in the literary tradition and, in light of modern approaches of philology and literary criticism, offer exciting new strategies
for understanding forgery and the play with authenticity within ancient literature itself.
Six Degrees of Serendipity Jan 27 2020 Matthew Dela Cruz believes that love is simply the search for the one girl who will make him feel
complete. This collection of stories is about his journey to find her—and what happens when he finally does. Pop Fiction’s beloved authors
hanjhanjbeybe, areyaysii, notjustarandomgirl, HippityHoppityAzure, Kwento Ni Jhingness, and kendaniel tell his story through the tales of the
five girls he loved and lost before destiny led him to the one. They say that everyone is connected to everyone. In the mysterious machinations
of life and love, Matthew finds out that the girl he’s been looking for all his life has always been there. In fact, she was just six degrees of
serendipity away from him.
There You'll Find Me Oct 24 2019 Grief brought Finley Sinclair to Ireland. Love will lead her home. Eighteen-year-old Finley Sinclair is witty,
tough, talented, and driven. With an upcoming interview at the Manhattan music conservatory, she just needs to finish composing her
audition piece. But her creativity disappeared with the death of her older brother, Will. She decides to take a break and study abroad,
following Will’s travel journal to Ireland. Her brother felt closest to God there, and she hopes to find peace about his death. Meanwhile,
Beckett Rush—teen heartthrob and Hollywood bad boy—is flying to Ireland to finish filming his latest vampire movie. On the flight, he bumps
into Finley—the one girl who seems immune to his charm. Undeterred, Beckett convinces Finley to strike an unconventional bargain. As
Finley deals with the loss of her brother, the pressures of school, and her impending audition, she wonders if an unlikely romance is
blossoming between her and Beckett. Then she experiences something that radically changes her perspective on life. Has everything she’s
been looking for been with her all along? Praise for There You’ll Find Me: “And that’s why I think it works so well . . . It manages to be
relatable despite the unique circumstances, despite the characters being people in the public eye, despite it being set somewhere I’ve never
been. What so many YAs can’t achieve in the most everyday settings with the most everyday characters, There You’ll Find Me does.” —School
Library Journal Finding You—the movie based on There You’ll Find Me—is in theaters May 14 starring Rose Reid, Jedidiah Goodacre,
Katherine McNamara, and Saoirse-Monica Jackson Contemporary YA Stand-alone novel Book length: 78,000 words Includes discussion
questions for book clubs
Falling Into the Manhole Jul 13 2021 Personal essays.
Chicken Soup for the Soul 20th Anniversary Edition May 11 2021 The twentieth anniversary edition of the original Chicken Soup for the Soul
is brimming with even more hope and inspiration—the stories you’ve always loved, plus bonus stories, plus 20 bonus stories from today’s
thought leaders. Twenty years later, Chicken Soup for the Soul continues to open the heart and rekindle the spirit. Celebrate the twentieth
anniversary with the classic book that inspired millions—reinvigorated with bonus stories of inspiration! You will find hope and inspiration in
these 101 heartwarming stories about counting your blessings, thinking positive, and overcoming challenges.
A Hundred and One Reasons Mar 21 2022 First wattpad story published by Psicom Publishing Inc.
Moe Manifesto Oct 16 2021 Moe is a huge cultural phenomenon and one of the driving forces behind the enormous success of Japanese
anime and manga—not just in Japan but now throughout the world. In Japan, avid fans of manga comics, anime films and videogames use the
term Moe to refer to the strong sense of emotional attachment they feel for their favorite characters. These fans have a powerful desire to
protect and nurture the youthful, beautiful and innocent characters they adore—like Sagisawa Moe in Dinosaur Planet and Tomoe Hotaru in
Sailor Moon. They create their own websites, characters, stories, discussion groups, toys and games based around the original manga and
anime roles. Author Patrick Galbraith is the world's acknowledged expert on Moe and a journalist based in Tokyo. For this book, he
interviewed twenty important figures in the world of Japanese manga and anime to gain their insights on the Moe phenomenon. These
interviews provide us with the first in-depth survey of this subject. Galbraith uncovers how Moe is influencing an entire generation of manga
artists and readers. For those new to anime, manga, and youth culture in Japan, he discusses what constitutes the ideal Moe relationship and
why some fans are even determined to marry their fictional sweethearts. He reveals key moments in the development of Moe, and current and
future trends in the spread of Moe works and characters from Japan to other parts of the world. The Moe Manifesto provides an insider's look

at the earliest Moe characters such as Ayame by Tezuka Osamu. The book has over 100 illustrations of the most famous Moe characters,
many in color, and it is sure to delight manga and anime fans of every age.
The Highlander's Bride Oct 04 2020 First in the series set in medieval Scotland by the award-winning author. “Sensual and humorous, a
winning combination that everyone can enjoy.”—Hannah Howell, New York Times bestselling author Bound by Duty Highland laird Conor
McTiernay had always dreamed of an enduring love. But the reality of women who desired him only for his title and lands made him swear off
marriage forever. That is until he first set eyes on the Englishwoman his men found hiding in the forest. Beneath the dirt and grime it was
clear Laurel Cordell was beautiful. But would she prove to be yet another beguiling seductress or had Conor finally found the one woman who
could lay claim to his heart? Drawn by Desire Laurel trusted that the Scottish chieftain would keep her safe from the cruel laird from whom
she had escaped. Looking deep into Conor’s silver eyes she saw not only his calculating warrior ways but his quick arousal to passion. But
before they could explore the growing desire between them, their newfound love would be threatened by secrets from her past . . . “A little
gem of love and innocence . . . a story of two people learning to believe and trust in the miracle of love.”—Fresh Fiction “Debut author
Sinclair shows great potential at crafting rapid-fire verbal repartee and endearing characters.”—RT Book Reviews “An emotionally charged
engrossing read . . . Historical romance fans are in for a treat with this page-turner, and will be left anticipating Sinclair’s next
novel.”—Romance Junkies
As Told By Nerdy Apr 22 2022 Sarah “Nerdy” Littman is your typical high school nerd—geeky glasses, straight A’s, the works. Her only social
life consists solely of hanging out at the cafeteria with her best friend Becky Tyrone, as she tries to avoid being bullied by her arch nemesis
Matt Adams. When superstar Leon Walden transfers to their school pretending to be just another regular student, Sarah’s life completely
turned upsidedown, much to her chagrin. Things get even more complicated when Leon moves in next door and deliberately befriends her.
And when Sarah finds herself falling for the teen star, she learns that there is no mathematical equation or scientific formula that can help
her sort out her feelings.
Eating Fire and Drinking Water Jun 24 2022 "I was someone hungry for stories; more specifically, I was someone who craved after facts. I
was, you see, a person with no history. Lacking this, I developed a curiosity about other's people's stories. . . ." Clara Perez is a reporter on a
small South Seas island. An orphan raised by nuns, she is a young woman with origins shrouded in mystery. Full of idealistic ambition, she
grows tired of the trivial assignments she's given at the daily paper, yearning to write articles of substance. So when the tiny street of Calle de
Leon bursts into flames after a student demonstration--and a soldier kills an unarmed man--Clara seizes the chance to cover the explosive
story. Yet after Clara rushes to the burning street to investigate the tragedy, she discovers another, more personal one involving some
remarkable truths about her unknown past--ghosts, she realizes, which have been silently pursuing her all her life. And as family secrets
begin to unfold, Clara's missing history slowly spreads itself out on the tumultuous backdrop of a country wracked by revolution. . . . An
evocative and multilayered tale, at once political and personal, Eating Fire and Drinking Water is an extraordinary work, a powerful and
pulsing novel of politics and commitment, loyalty and love, and the poignant search for truth.
Goddess Girls Books #1-4 (Charm Bracelet Inside!) Jul 25 2022 Get to know the Goddess Girls in this four-book box set that comes with a
stylish charm bracelet. The Goddess Girls at Mount Olympus Academy—Athena, Persephone, Aphrodite, and Artemis—give ancient Greek
myths present-day personality! This deluxe box set includes the first four volumes of the popular series, along with a coordinating charm
bracelet, and is ideal for new and old fans alike.
Have You Seen this Girl? Sep 27 2022 A sixteen-year-old boy arrives in New York City looking for his girlfriend who has fled Michigan, only to
find the sordid underground world of the runaway.
LITERATURE Sep 22 2019 15802+ MCQ (Multiple Choice Questions and answers) on/about LITERATURE E-Book for fun, quizzes, and
examinations. It contains only questions answers on the given topic. Each questions have an answer key at the end of the page. One can use it
as a study guide, knowledge test book, quizbook, trivia...etc. This pdf is useful for you if you are looking for the following: (1)LITERATURE
BOOK GRADE 7 (2)LITERATURE REVIEW QUESTION EXAMPLES (3)WORLD LITERATURE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS PDF (4)ENGLISH
LITERATURE QUESTIONS (5)LITERATURE BOOK CLASS 9 (6)ENGLISH LITERATURE BOOK PDF (7)LITERATURE REVIEW QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS (8)NOVEL ENGLISH LITERATURE BOOKS (9)FAMOUS ENGLISH LITERATURE BOOKS (10)LITERATURE BOOK CLASS 6
(11)LITERATURE AND/AS IDENTITY NOTES (12)ENGLISH LITERATURE EXAM QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS PDF (13)LITERATURE
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS PDF (14)LITERATURE BOOK CLASS 8 (15)LITERATURE BOOK PDF (16)5800 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ON
ENGLISH LITERATURE FOR COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS PDF
Birdflight Mar 29 2020 Birdflight tells a fabulous story about Philippine birds, many of which are now endangered. In this novel, a large
group of captive birds, led by Manaul, a Philippine Eagle, and aided by unlikely creatures, try to engineer an escape from a private aviary in
the city. This is a rich novel that not only introduces the young reader to environmental issues and to the beauty of the many birds that make
the Philippines their home, it also tells a lovely story of friendship, unity and courage.
Between the Assassinations Feb 20 2022 Welcome to Kittur, India. It's on India's southwestern coast, bounded by the Arabian Sea to the west
and the Kaliamma River to the south and east. It's blessed with rich soil and scenic beauty, and it's been around for centuries. Of its 193,432
residents, only 89 declare themselves to be without religion or caste. And if the characters in Between the Assassinations are any indication,
Kittur is an extraordinary crossroads of the brightest minds and the poorest morals, the up-and-coming and the downtrodden, and the poets
and the prophets of an India that modern literature has rarely addressed. A twelve-year-old boy named Ziauddin, a gofer at a tea shop near
the railway station, is enticed into wrongdoing because a fair-skinned stranger treats him with dignity and warmth. George D'Souza, a
mosquito-repellent sprayer, elevates himself to gardener and then chauffeur to the lovely, young Mrs. Gomes, and then loses it all when he
attempts to be something more. A little girl's first act of love for her father is to beg on the street for money to support his drug habit. A
factory owner is forced to choose between buying into underworld economics and blinding his staff or closing up shop. A privileged
schoolboy, using his own ties to the Kittur underworld, sets off an explosive in a Jesuit-school classroom in protest against casteism. A
childless couple takes refuge in a rapidly diminishing forest on the outskirts of town, feeding a group of "intimates" who visit only to mock
them. And the loneliest member of the Marxist-Maoist Party of India falls in love with the one young woman, in the poorest part of town,
whom he cannot afford to wed. Between the Assassinations showcases the most beloved aspects of Adiga's writing to brilliant effect: the class
struggle rendered personal; the fury of the underdog and the fire of the iconoclast; and the prodigiously ambitious narrative talent that has
earned Adiga acclaim around the world and comparisons to Gogol, Ellison, Kipling, and Palahniuk. In the words of The Guardian (London),
"Between the Assassinations shows that Adiga...is one of the most important voices to emerge from India in recent years." A blinding,
brilliant, and brave mosaic of Indian life as it is lived in a place called Kittur, Between the Assassinations, with all the humor, sympathy, and
unflinching candor of The White Tiger, enlarges our understanding of the world we live in today.
The Hard Count Jun 12 2021 Nico Medina’s world is eleven miles away from mine. During the day, it’s a place where doors are open—where
homes are lived in, and neighbors love. But when the sun sets, it becomes a place where young boys are afraid, where eyes watch from idling
cars that hide in the shadows and wicked smoke flows from pipes. West End is the kind of place that people survive. It buries them—one at a
time, one way or another. And when Nico was a little boy, his mom always told him to run. I’m Reagan Prescott—coach’s daughter, sister to
the prodigal son, daughter in the perfect family. Life on top. Lies. My world is the ugly one. Private school politics and one of the best high
school football programs in the country can break even the toughest souls. Our darkness plays out in whispers and rumors, and money and
status trump all. I would know—I’ve watched it kill my family slowly, strangling us for years. In our twisted world, a boy from West End is the
only shining light. Quarterback. Hero. Heart. Good. I hated him before I needed him. I fell for him fast. I loved him when it was almost too
late. When two ugly worlds collide, even the strongest fall. But my world…it hasn’t met the boy from West End.
The Dogs I Have Kissed Jul 21 2019 Known for her eponymous blog and her confessional style of writing, this is Trista Mateer's second
collection of poetry. REVIEW: "The Dogs I Have Kissed is the kind of book you could read in one sitting and the kind of book you want to tuck
underneath your pillow for a month. It's gripping and powerful and disturbingly honest. There are poems that are incredibly comforting and

others that are so painful. Trista has the rare talent of writing poems that are both good and true. In terms of literary art, this chapbook is
brilliant. Trista weaves together religious overtones with raw sensuality and heartache. She's so purposeful with the imagery, connecting and
breaking motifs from each section of the book: how peaches become cherries, how salt is everywhere, the shape of same-different mouths.
There is this lovely irony in these poems, how sometimes the speaker of these poems is the one who is described like a dog: sloppy, rabid,
hungry, whining. Maybe that's not an irony at all. The Dogs I Have Kissed is for anyone who has felt the tough underside of love, anyone who
has been angry and hurt and still strangely hopeful. One of the most striking lines in the entire book is something I keep thinking about: 'Is
this okay, is this okay, is this okay, or does it make me weak?' Do yourself, your heart, and your current/ex/next lover a favor: buy this book.
Devour it immediately." --Yena Sharma Purmasir, author of Until I Learned What It Meant
Midnight Mass Jun 19 2019 We are told that God will punish the wicked. That sinful men will reap what they sow. We are told to scourge our
souls with prayer and pain to become clean once again. Well, here I am. Wicked and sinful. Desperate to become clean…even though it feels
so good to be dirty. But even I never expected what came next. Even I never expected my punishment to come so soon. ***Midnight Mass is a
novella and a sequel to Priest. It is not necessary to read Midnight Mass to read Sinner.***
Empty Chairs Aug 14 2021 Did you hear a child screaming again last night? Did you ignore the sound?In your own neighborhood, children
are being given an education. They are learning the facts of child abuse: pain and suffering that will shape their futures. Except many of them
won't have futures at all.Meet Stacey. She graduated Child Abuse 101 with honors. She ran, and at age 11 hit the streets. She kept on running
.... until now.Now .... it's time to talk.
Ringer Sep 15 2021 Like its ambitious companion novel, Replica, this far-reaching novel by the powerhouse author of Before I Fall and the
Delirium trilogy digs deep into questions of how to be a human being in a world where humanity cannot be taken for granted. In the world
outside of the Haven Institute, Lyra and Caelum are finding it hard to be human-and Lyra, infected at Haven with a terrible disease, finds her
symptoms are growing worse. When Caelum leaves without warning, Lyra follows him, seeking a pioneering organization in Philadelphia that
might have a cure. But what they uncover there is a shocking connection to their past, even as their future seems in danger of collapsing.
Though Gemma just wants to go back to her normal life after Haven, she soon learns that her powerful father has other plans for the replicasunless she and her boyfriend Pete can stop him. But they soon learn that they aren't safe either. The Haven Institute wasn't destroyed after
all, and now Gemma is the one behind the walls. Bestselling author Lauren Oliver brings the Replica duology to a shocking close in Ringer,
but like both Gemma and Lyra, you won't be able to leave the world of Haven behind after you've turned the last page.
Diary ng Pangit Book 1 Nov 05 2020 Diary ng Pangit Book 1 by Haveyouseenthisgirl Mahirap at panget si Girl tapos magnet siya ng mga
poging mayayaman na boys? YES! Cliche? YES! So what makes this book special? This story has made a lot of people online laugh, as in
hagalpak talaga with matching headbang pa! This is Eya's diary, a girl who believes she's ugly and will meet Cross Sandford, the most
annoying nilalang ever. Samahan natin si Eya sa nakakaloka niyang adventure sa Willford Academy! A Cinderella story with a twist
katatawanan! A story na pwedeng-pwede sa mga kabataan at pati na rin sa lagpas kabataan, para sa kababaihan, kalalakihan, binabae o
pusong lalaki. A very funny and kakilig story. Published by Psicom Publishing Inc
Operation Break The Casanova's Heart Oct 28 2022 10 Things To Accomplish: Make him notice you. ? Differentiate yourself from other girls.
? Get an invite to a date. ? Make the said date memorable. ? Make him take you seriously. ? Ensure that he’s dating you exclusively. ? Snag an
invite to meet his parents. ? Get a kiss – a sincere one. ? Be the best girlfriend he’s ever had. ? And finally, break his heart. In this mission,
there is one and only one rule you must abide: Do not fall in love. If you break this rule, the mission will be considered a failure. Your
punishment will be severe.
Diary ng Pangit Book 2 Jul 01 2020 Diary ng Pangit Book 2 by Haveyouseenthisgirl Mahirap at panget si Girl tapos magnet siya ng mga
poging mayayaman na boys? YES! Cliche? YES! So what makes this book special? This story has made a lot of people online laugh, as in
hagalpak talaga with matching headbang pa! This is Eya's diary, a girl who believes she's ugly and will meet Cross Sandford, the most
annoying nilalang ever. Samahan natin si Eya sa nakakaloka niyang adventure sa Willford Academy! A Cinderella story with a twist
katatawanan! A story na pwedeng-pwede sa mga kabataan at pati na rin sa lagpas kabataan, para sa kababaihan, kalalakihan, binabae o
pusong lalaki. A very funny and kakilig story. Published by Psicom Publishing Inc
Be Yourself--Discover the Life You Were Meant to Live Aug 26 2022 Brief inspirational readings encourage readers to be the unique
individual that God created them to be.
Requiem (Delirium Trilogy 3) Feb 26 2020 **From the bestselling author of PANIC, now a major Amazon Prime series** 'The new Hunger
Games... ' Cosmopolitan He never loved me. It was all a lie. 'The old Lena is dead,' I say, and then push past him. Each step is more difficult
that the last; the heaviness fills me and turns my limbs to stone. You must hurt, or be hurt. An all-out uprising has been ignited and Lena
Haloway is right at its centre. But things have changed. The Wilds are no longer a safe haven for the rebels and pockets of resistance have
opened throughout the country. And when a face from her past reappears, Lena is faced with a devastating choice that could tear her and the
revolution apart. 'Un-put-downable, a truly fantastic finale.' Guardian
Like a Big Brave Man May 31 2020
Diary ng Pangit Book 3 Sep 03 2020 Diary ng Pangit Book 3 Mahirap at panget si Girl tapos magnet siya ng mga poging mayayaman na boys?
YES! Cliche? YES! So what makes this book special? This story has made a lot of people online laugh, as in hagalpak talaga with matching
headbang pa! This is Eya's diary, a girl who believes she's ugly and will meet Cross Sandford, the most annoying nilalang ever. Samahan natin
si Eya sa nakakaloka niyang adventure sa Willford Academy! A Cinderella story with a twist katatawanan! A story na pwedeng-pwede sa mga
kabataan at pati na rin sa lagpas kabataan, para sa kababaihan, kalalakihan, binabae o pusong lalaki. A very funny and kakilig story.
Published by Psicom Publishing Inc
Elementary, She Read Dec 18 2021 Murder pays a visit to Gemma Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes-themed bookshop in this clever first installment
in a captivating cozy mystery series from the bestselling author of the Year-Round Christmas Mysteries Gemma Doyle, a transplanted
Englishwoman, has returned to the quaint town of West London on Cape Cod to manage her Great Uncle Arthur's Sherlock Holmes Bookshop
and Emporium. The shop—located at 222 Baker Street—specializes in the Holmes canon and pastiche, and is also home to Moriarty the cat.
When Gemma finds a rare and potentially valuable magazine containing the first Sherlock Homes story hidden in the bookshop, she and her
friend Jayne (who runs the adjoining Mrs. Hudson's Tea Room) set off to find the owner, only to stumble upon a dead body. Gemma is the
police's first suspect, so she puts her consummate powers of deduction to work to clear her name, investigating a handsome rare books
expert, the dead woman's suspiciously unmoved son, and a whole family of greedy characters desperate to cash in on their inheritance. But
when Gemma and Jayne accidentally place themselves at a second murder scene, it's a race to uncover the truth before the detectives lock
them up for good. “A delight—fast, fun, and full of Sherlockian lore. Cheers for a charming, intelligent heroine as observant as The Great
Detective himself.” —Carolyn Hart, New York Times–bestselling author of Walking on My Grave
Star Trek: The Next Generation: Day of Honor #1: Ancient Blood Feb 08 2021 In this first of the thrilling Day of Honor series, Star Trek: The
Next Generation’s Worf and his son find themselves at a deadly crossroads between Klingon honor and their own personal ideals. To Klingon
warriors, no occasion is more sacred than the Day of Honor—a celebration where they pay homage to all that makes them Klingon. But honor
often comes at a price and Worf finds his tested when he goes undercover to infiltrate a planetary criminal network. How can he root out the
overwhelming corruption without resorting to deceit and treachery himself? Meanwhile, his son, Alexander, is confronted with his own
dilemma. How can he align his own sense of Klingon honor with his human heritage? Together, father and son embark on a complicated and
dangerous journey that may cost them their Klingon souls.
History of the Philippine Islands Apr 29 2020 "History of the Philippine Islands" by Antonio de Morga (translated by Emma Helen Blair,
James Alexander Robertson). Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to
be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to

produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
The Rise of China Apr 10 2021 A look at the history of China's economy discusses the contrast between China's success and the former Soviet
Union's failure and argues that its economic explosion will continue
The Bad Boy's Girl Jan 07 2021 Tessa O'Connell is a girl as ordinary as they come - or so she thinks. Her aim for senior year is to keep her
head down yet somehow manage to convince her childhood love Jay Stone to love her back. What she isn't prepared for is for Jay's brother,
Cole, to return to town and change the life she's always been seemingly content to live.
Bumasa at Lumaya 2 Dec 26 2019 “Twenty-one years after its first ever resource and reference book on children’s literature in the
Philippines, the Philippine Board on Books for Young People (PBBY) again offers readers a second look at where Philippine children’s
literature is today: the huge strides it has taken and the many more fascinating destinations it has set its sights on.”
Diary ng Pangit Book 4 Aug 02 2020 Diary ng Pangit Book 4 by Haveyouseenthisgirl Mahirap at panget si Girl tapos magnet siya ng mga
poging mayayaman na boys? YES! Cliche? YES! So what makes this book special? This story has made a lot of people online laugh, as in
hagalpak talaga with matching headbang pa! This is Eya's diary, a girl who believes she's ugly and will meet Cross Sandford, the most
annoying nilalang ever. Samahan natin si Eya sa nakakaloka niyang adventure sa Willford Academy! A Cinderella story with a twist
katatawanan! A story na pwedeng-pwede sa mga kabataan at pati na rin sa lagpas kabataan, para sa kababaihan, kalalakihan, binabae o
pusong lalaki. A very funny and kakilig story. Published by Psicom Publishing Inc
A dwarf launches a little ball May 23 2022 "A dwarf named Kim Bu-ri lives with his family in a poor neighborhood of Seoul. When the
neighborhood is redeveloped by the government, Kim's house is demolished. Author Cho Se-hui writes about the tragedies the family
members face through the points of view of the dwarf's three children. The work depicts the political oppression and economic contradictions
of 1970s South Korea." --Amazon.
The Bloomsbury Handbook of Electronic Literature Aug 22 2019 A CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title 2018 The digital age has had a
profound impact on literary culture, with new technologies opening up opportunities for new forms of literary art from hyperfiction to multimedia poetry and narrative-driven games. Bringing together leading scholars and artists from across the world, The Bloomsbury Handbook of
Electronic Literature is the first authoritative reference handbook to the field. Crossing disciplinary boundaries, this book explores the
foundational theories of the field, contemporary artistic practices, debates and controversies surrounding such key concepts as canonicity,
world systems, narrative and the digital humanities, and historical developments and new media contexts of contemporary electronic
literature. Including guides to major publications in the field, The Bloomsbury Handbook of Electronic Literature is an essential resource for
scholars of contemporary culture in the digital era.
I Bet I Can Make You Laugh Dec 06 2020 WINNER OF THE 2020 LAUGH OUT LOUD AWARDS Packed full of stupendously silly, fantastically
funny and hysterically hilarious poems, this brilliant anthology is edited by exciting young poet, Joshua Seigal. Featuring a diverse range of
contributors and some brand new poems from Joshua himself, this book is perfect for anyone who needs a giggle or a belly laugh! Poets
including A.F. Harrold, Raymond Antrobus, Andy Seed, Sue Hardy-Dawson, Adisa, Kat Francois, James Carter, Jay Hulme and Lewis Carroll.
Packed with laugh out loud illustrations this follow up to I Don't Like Poetry (which was shortlisted for the 2017 Laugh Out Loud Awards) this
book is a marvellous mixture of subversive humour and insight into the world of children.
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